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"And they were stronger hands than mine 
That digged the Ruby from the earth 
More cunning brains that made it worth 
The large desire of a King." 

-Rudyard Kipling 



The Art of the Lapidary 
INTRODUCTION 

Although a gem mineral in the rough always exhibit certain quali
tie , which, to a di cernino- eye, give promi e of it po ibilitie a a gem, 
it i through the shaping and facetting of these bits of mineral that their 
real charm i developed. Gem tone are, in general, cut 

1.-To bring out beauties of color. 
2.-To adapt them to jewelry form . 
3.-To develop the cintillatino- reflections from the interior of the 

tone by makino- use of the principle of refraction of light. 
Th fir t two of the e con ideration 
are too obviou to require more than 
a word of explanation. The urface 
of a tran parent uncut o-em tone 
may be compared to the urface of 
a~body of water rendered rouo-h and 
broken by waves and ripples. It is 
only when uch a urface ha been 
rendered mooth that we are enabled 
to look down into the depth below 
and ee to be t advantage its color. 
The tone which embelli h a piecC' 
of jewelry must have a regularity of 
outline and a ymmetry in the di -
posal of their plane._ and angles in Figure 1 

order to best please the eye. 
The third reason for the cutting of planes or facets on tran parent gem 

stone need rather more explanation. We have no doubt many times 
had occa ion to admire the brilliant flashe of light reflected back from 
the interior of a diamond without realizing how thi effect wa. produced, 
indeed the rea on why a diamond gli ten i to mo tofus a deep mystery. 
-n'hen we put a poon in a gla of water and hold it above the level of the 
eye we can ee a reflection of the submerged part of the spoon from the 
under ide of the surface of the water which act a a mirror. ow the 
light that fall on the upper. urfaee of a correctly cut diamond i reflected 
back to the eye from the mooth under surface of the tone in ju t the 
ame way that the poon i reflected from the surface of the water in the 

gla . In figure 1 the path traver ed by ome of the e ray of light are 
shown, and it will be seen that they are reflected from the angular sides 
of the diamond in much the amc way that a billiard b::i.!l i deflected from 
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the cu hion of a billard table. It i important that the facets should 
have the corr ct inclination to one another in order that no lio-ht 
hould ' leak out' from th under ide of the ton , and it i here that the 

lapidary, t hat i the per8on who cut th 5tone, mu t take into account 
it index of refraction. By thi we mean the amount of bending that light 
undero-oe when it nter obliquely one ub tanc uch a water or dia
mond from another uch a air. Becau e the r fraction of diamond i o 
high, light having pa ed through it, mu t " hit " a urface from the in ide 
much mor quar ly than would be the ca e with another ub tance, uch 
a gla I in order to pa back into air. To in ure that all th light that 
fall on the upper urface of a cut diamond hall be reflected back we have 
only to proportion the ton o that the fac t of the under ide will have 

Figur 2 
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the proper inclination and our diamond will gli ten lik a tar. But a 
diamond doe om thing more to light than m rely reflect it back, it al o 
t nd to plit up the white light into th color of the pectrum, o that 
mixed with the brilliant fla h of white li ht we al o have a-learn of 
the all colors of the rainbow ent back to th eye from our cut tone, 
which i very properly call d a brilliant. 

The upper part of a brilliant i called t he crown or bezel and the lower 
part i known a the pavilion, the line eparating the crown from the 
pavilion and which mark the wide t part of the tone i th girdle. The 
ize of the o-irdle on titute the spread of the tone and th crown and 

pavilion talc n together con titut it depth. There ar al o pecial 
names given to the variou. kind of facet and these are given in diagram 
in Figme 2. 



HOW GEMS ARE CUT 

,rhen 'IYe come to con ider them thod and tool of gem cutting ,Ye 
encounter a harply cl fined boundry bet,Y n the e m thod and tool as 
applied to the cutting of diamond and tho e u ed in the fa ·hioning of 
other and ofter crem . Thi difference of treatment i impo ed in the 
ca e of diamond by the pecial difficulty to be m tin grinding and polish
incr facet on uch an exceedingly har I ub tance. 

\\r will then beo·in our little excur ion into the ide of crem knowledge 
that deal 'IYith th way gem ton are treated at the hand of the 
lapidary by followincr a diamond on it journey from th mine to the 
jeweler an l eeing for our elve ju t what happen to it. ·when the 
diamond ar taken out of the mine not by any mean all of them are 
clear and colorl , a elf re pecting diamond hould be ; in dee l only 
about 25 per cent of the tone found are without ome faint olor. Of 
the remainder about one third are of a light bade of violet, yellow or 
brown, and are known a ' off color" tone . The remainder roughly one 
half of the total find , ar more or le deeply color d and are con equently 
of no value for jewelry although still usable as diamond du t for cutting 
and poli bing and al o for the cutting edge or facing for rock drills. 

o we find that at the beginning of its travel the diamond i int roduced 
to the sorter. The , orter i a kind of a up r-expert on diamond whose 
eye ha been trained through year of practice to detect the licrhte t 
variation in the color of diamond , and to find flaw in tone with an 
ea~e which is little le than uncanny. Safeguarded behind a heavy metal 
creen, the diamond apprai r it with a pile of roucrh stone before 

him, judging each tone and as ignincr it to its proper heap. 
The fir ·t con ideration in sorting diamonds i the adaptabili ty of the 

tone for cutting. Let u a ume that the stone who e travel we are 
following i orted into the grade known a "clo e good " comprising; 
complete, flaw le cry tal from which fair- ized brilliant can b cut, 
to use the trade term, " made. " The e u ually have eight ide or face , 
triangular in shape. ext come a re orting of the "clo e good " into 
eight grades, ranging from blue-white, which compri es the stone of 
finest quality, to yellow and brown cry ta! , which are o badly off-color 
a to be unfit for crems. If our stone has pa ed the critical te t of the 
orter and ha been placed in one of the higher grade~, it i weighed 

wrapped up in a parcel with other of it kind, a price per carat i a igned 
to it, and it i sold to a diamond dealer, and ultimately find · it way to 
the workshop of the diamond poli her. Here at the hand of a highly 
killed workman, it i destined to be turned into a gem fit to grace beauty 

or proclaim opulence. 
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Much of thi work is done in Holland and especially in Amsterdam 
which ince the Fifteenth Century has been famous for this industry, 
which is in reality an art, but there an~, nevertheless, a number of shops 
in operation in ew York and in other American Cities. Like many other 
operator who depend for their uccess on a high degree of manual kill, 
the diamond cutter uses few tools, and these are relatively primitive and 
have chano-ed but lit tle ince the day of Loui de Bequern, who cut 

Like a killed surgeon the diamond lapidary performs th delica te operation 
which i known a " li t t ing." Ju t the right amoun t of t he stone, no more and no le , 
mu t be pli t away. The in ten t expre sion on t he face of the operator bears witne s 
to the momentou effect of the ligh t blow he i about to t rike on t he teel knife edge 
which he hold in hi left hand. 

diamond a early as 14 75. The lapidary trained in his art depends, 
like the violin player on the delicacy of his touch, and like the painter on 
the accuracy of hi eye. In general he does not employ complex mechani
cal devices to aid him in his difficult task. 

The surface irregularities, which are often present on diamond of 
even t he highe t quality must be first plit away from the stone, which 
break naturally along mooth, even surfaces parallel to the natural 
face of :-1,n octahedron. uperficial flaw , that i incipient crack , and 
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dark patches or "carbons " must also be eliminated in this way. Some
time the e occm deep in the center of an otherwise perfect crystal, in 
which ca e th diamond is divided through the imperfection and made into 
two or more cut tone . To accompli h this cleavage, which i known as 
"slitting,' our diamond i firmly cemented to the end of a woodfln stick 
which, in turn, is supported firmly in an upright po ition by wedging it 

Even t he refu e from this operation is valuable and mu t be aved. As the 
lapidary rough- hapes hi diamond , ru bbing or "bruting " the one on th nd of the 
long tick which he hold under hi right arm, against the other on th rapidly t urning 
pindle which is driven by the belt the du t and fine fragm nt. fall into t he li ttle box 
hovm in the cent re of the pict ure. Only t he protruding end of the tick i visible in 

t he illu tration. 

into a hole in the working bench. The diamond lapidary now makes a 
deep scratch in just the right place upon the surface of the diamond 
crystal, u ing for thi purpo e the harp corner of a diamond fragment. 
A knife edge i then held in the correct po ition on the scratch, and a 
sharp blow with a light tool struck on the back of the knifo edge suffices 
to remove the undesirable flake, leaving the surface bright and very 
mooth. 
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ometim , when the. ton i large, it i of advantage to saw it into 
two or more pieces so a to . ave a much as po ible of the weight in cut 
diamonds. Thi i accompli he l with a thin di k of bronze, about fo ur 
inche in diam ter, r valving v ry rapidly and having its edo-e charged 
with diamond du t at t h b ginning of the awing. A. t he aw bit into 

Th tools of the diamond lapidary' art are very implc. The litt le metal cut or 
" clop," in which the diamond is being placed , as well a the wooden hold r which 
carries it, are of exactly th ame shap a t ho e used by t he diamond cutter of a 
hundred years a o. 

the t ne, it keep recharo'ing itself with the cliamon l sawcl u t . It 
tak many hour fo r thi little "buzz , aw" to eat it way through half 
an inch of diamond, but the fini hed pr duct i, o valuable that a lay 
or so of labor make little impre ion on the cost heet. 

The rou ·h haping of the diamond i done through an operation 
called " brut in~," which con i. t, of wearing away the corners hy rubbing 
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on tone against another. Formerly thi wa trictly a manual process, 
the two diamond b ino· mounted on tick h ld in eith r hand by t he 
lapidary. Even into th ancient and con ervative art of diamond cutting, 
however, ome mechanical improvements have made their way, and now 
in most of the hop a rapidly twirling pindle take~ t he plac of one of 
the hand tick . The remaining tick has grown in length to uit the 
modern method . It i now about two feet long and can be firmly gra peel 

The actual cutting of t he facets on the diamond, known a " poli hing, " call. 
fo r t he highe t expre ion of t h diamond lapidary' ar t. The t ms of th " dop ," 
which bear the diamonds , mu t be adjusted in t he " tongs" with fine nicety. H ere 
again t he form of the tools ha not changed in a century. The iron " tong ,'' the wheel 
and it pindle ( hown in the cent re of t hi picture), even th m tal p g aga in. t 
which t he tong are kept in place on the wheel, are t h a me as tho e u eel in Am ter
dam and Ant-1wrp in 1 21. 

with both hands and held in a re t o that the diamond it bear a L its 
end can be rubbed against its fellow, which i pinning in front of it . 

Having in thi manner rough- haped our diamond , we now come to 
the fini hing operation, the producing of the facet which give brilliancy 
and parkle to it, _an operation which is technically known as polishing. 
The holder of the tone durino- the poli hing consists of a , mall metal cup 
on a long tern, which i called a " clop " and much resembles a tulip, 
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which famous Dutch flower may have suggestea its shape. A solder 
composed of one part tin and three parts lead is placed in the dop and 
heated until soft. The diamond is then embedded in the solder with the 
portion of the stone on which the desired facets are to be cut placed 
uppermost. When the diamond has been properly adjusted in the clop, 
it is plunged in cold water to cool and harden the solder. Such drastic 
treatment would cause less aristocratic stones promptly to fly to pieces, 
but not so with the diamond; the high heat conductively of this remark
able mineral permits to to submit to the sudden change of temperature 
without there resulting in it even the slightest flaw. 

The dop is now fastened by means of its stem in a heavy iron arm, 
called the tongs, in uch a way as to bring the position of the facet to be 
cut exactly undermost when it is placed in contact with the polishing 
wheel or "skeep." It is here that the skill and training of the diamond 
cutter is exercised to its fullest, for the tilt or inclination of the various 
facets, the one to the other depends on the position of the clop in the tongs 
and on just how much the stem of the former is bent to the one sicle or 
to the other. 

The "skeep" is made of soft iron and turns horizontally at the rate 
of about 2500 revolutions a minute. Diamond dust, mixed with olive 
oil, is fed to this wheel and the diamond is held in contact with it by the 
weight of the tongs aided by slabs of lead placed upon the latter. Much 
care has to be taken to keep the skeep perfectly balanced o that it will 
revolve without the slightest rocking motion, because this would 
materially interfere with the even smoothness necessary to the produc
tion of a finely polished surface. Several hours are required to cut one 
facet, then the dop is readju ted for another one, or the stone is removed 
9,nd reset in the dop, and so on until all of the fifty-eight little faces in 
which lie the secret of the brilliancy of the jewel are produced. 

To appreciate the exquisite skill and infinite patience involved in 
this apparently simple process we have only to look at the gem on our 
finger sending forth its magical fires, and to note the symmetry and 
regularity of shape of each of its tiny glittering sides. And when we 
remember that to produce these rainbow-like rays each must have exactly 
the right tilt with respect to its neighbors, we realize that a cut diamond 
is not only a wonderful product of nature but a marvelous work of art. 

The cutting of the softer gem stones is not nearly so laborious an 
undertaking as the cutting of diamonds. Not only is diamond harder 
than any other substance known, but it is very much harder than the 
corundum gem stones that follow next after it in hardness. So it is that 
we find the tools and methods applied to the softer gem stones at once 
simpler and more highly manual. 
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The native lapidaries of India and Ceylon have reduced the appara
tus of this phase of gem cutting to its lowest terms. Such a native artisan 
seated on his carpet in the bazaar, turns the stone lap in front of him by 
the pri.mative means of a bow, the string of which is wrapped around the 
axis of his stone grinding wheel. By his side is a bowl containing the 
emery he uses as a grinding medium mixed to the right consistancy with 
water, and his left hand is the only holder for the gem stone that he is 
manipulating. This is indeed reducing the tools of gem cutting to an 
absolute minimum, and emphasizing in a striking way the essentials of 
this art. 

These essentials are then:-
1.-A rapidly revolving wheel, the flat surface of which is of just 

the proper roughness for retaining the powdered abrasive 
with which the cutting of the smooth facets of a gem stone 
is accompli hed. This wheel is usually termed a lap. 

2.-A holder, corresponding .to the dop used in diamond polishing, 
but in this instance made of wood and resembling in size 
and shape an old-fa hioned pen holder. 

3.-An abrasive substance of a greater degree of hardness than the 
gem stone to be cut which i fed to the lap as a powder 
mixed with water to a more or less thin paste. For the final 
polishing the abrasive is fed dry to a wooden or cloth 
covered lap. 

Gem stones are first sawed or "slit" by means of a thin disk of rela
tively soft metal whose edge is slightly indented with a knife blade for its 
entire circumference. Diamond dust mixed to a pa te with water, is 
fed to this circular saw, and lodging in the indentations of the circum
ference constitutes the cutting edge. The process of litting for colored 
stones is very much more rapidly accomplished than the corresponding 
operation for diamonds and, except in the case of valuable gem stones 
such as rubies and sapphires, no great amount of care i taken to conserve 
the chips taken off. 

After a suitable piece, free from flaws and other blemishes, and of 
convenient proportions, has been sawed from the crystal or rough frag
ment of gem material, this piece is usually cemented to the end of a 
wooden holder for the rough shaping which corresponds to the "blocking 
out" of a painting. This is done against an emery or carborundum wheel, 
resembling a small grindstone and revolving on a horizontal axis. If 
the stone is to be given a "cabochon" or rounded cutting like an opal or a 
cat's eye, it is finished on this wheel and polished on a similar one of 
softer material charged with rouge or putty powder. If, however, the 
stone is to be facetted, the real skill and judgment of the lapidary is 
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called into pla) . Th rouo-h haped -tone i attached with cement to the 
blunt end of a wooden holder, called the tick, which i about or 10 
inche long and which i point d at it free end. The po ition of the tone 
when fa tened to the tick i o cho en that the table facet when cut will 
be at righ angle to the latter and it i embedded in the cement up to 
the point wh re t h pro pective girdle will encircl it. 

Th grinding lap, which i made of gun metal, copper or lead, de
pending on the hardne of the tone to be facetted, i mounted o a to 
revolve in a horizontal plane like he keep u ed in poli hing diamond , 

Extremely imple ar the tool and method employed by the lapidary working in 
stone other than diamonds. The wheel or lap, a t ick to hold the g m, a notch d pea, 
seen behind hi hand and hi own suprem manual kill alone uffice him. 

and the peed at which it urface trav I against th tone can be ma
nipulated with oTeat nicety by moving the latt r n arer o or farther 
from the center. H avino- char ·ed his lap with the appropriate abra ive, 
emery or corborundwn the lapidary now place th tone upon it urface 
and holding the stick in a vertical po ition grind the tabl facet to it 
correct proportion with re p ct to the design of facet which h ha in 
mind . 

The next tep i to cut the fir t of the main facet of the crown, which 
of course neces itate the holding of the tick at ju t the right angle to the 
surface of the wheel, and as a rough guide the lapidary i, h r aided by a 
device called the " jamb peg" mounted at the ide of the lap and pivoted 
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o as to wing out over it . The jamb peg i haped omewhat like an 
lono·ated peg top and i furni hed with a eri s of hallow ind ntation at 

r gular interval from top to bottom, o that by placing the sharpen d 
end of the stick in one of th ea con tant an°-le between the stick and the 
urface of the lap can be maintained. Ha vino- cut the first of the main 

facets of the crown to the right d pth, the lapidary now turns the stick 
through ju t the right arc of a circle to brino- the next facet to bear on the 
urface of the lap and u ing th am hole in the jamb peg cut this also 

to the correct depth constantly inspectino- his work and judging th fine 
point of inclination and proportion of the facet by eye. But since he 
can not ee what i taking place while the f-tone i in contact with the lap, 
he mu there dep nd on a highly dev loped sense of touch. Just as the 
finger of a violini t flie unerringly to the preci e spot on the neck of his 
in trument to produce a given note, o the trained touch of the lapi
dary guidino- the stick that hold hi gem upon the wheel finds almo t by 
in tinct the correct angle for the stone to come in contact with the grind
ing urface to produce the re ult he desires. 

On after the other the main, plit and skill facet are cut and then 
the stone o-oes to the polisher who, working in the same way but on a lap 
having a ofter and finer surface, and u ing a finer abrasive, remove the 
light cratche from the facets, poli hes them to a fini hed brilliancy and 

incidentally corrects any slight irregularity in their proportion. Because 
of thi la t consideration it follows that the polisher mu t be a ma ter in 
hi craft. 

The crown or upper half of the stone having thus been completed 
it is now removed from the tick, cleaned and again mounted in cement, 
but thi. time with the lower half exposed on the end of the stick. The 
proce of cutting and polishing i now repeated for the pavilion facets 
and the stone is fini hed. 



THE FORMS IN WHICH GEMS ARE CUT 

T HE EVOLUTION OF THE BRILLIANT CUT 

The hi tory of gem cuttincr, in ofar a it touche the modern art of 
the lapidary, may be aid to begin with the introduction of diamond a 
per onal ornament into Europe about t he 15th century. It i perfectly 
true that preciou tone were worn upon t he per on of men and women 
at a period which carrie us well back into prehi toric time , and it is 
po ible to trace a certain rough fa hioning in even the mo t antique of 
the e. But a ide from the que tion of whether the early gem artifact 
were worn for purely e thetic rea on ; or, a i more probabl , for charms 
endowed with a certain occult potency1 the fact remains that up to a 
comparatively late period no att mpt v. a made in ha ping a gem to do 
more than adapt it outline to the form of etting; d igned for it , and to 
round off it corners and irregularitie o that it color mi 0·ht be een 
to the b t advantao-e. 

In tracing the development of gem cutting in general, we are led in
evitably for a point of departure to the forms fir t produced in the cutting 
of diamond , because the e early diamond cutting. impre eel their char
acter and ymmetry not only upon later dev_eloped form of cutting 
adapted to diamonds but to t he ub equ nt development of form of 
cutting among all t he other tran parent gem tone . 

We have t he authority of 0. /J. Dalton in the Catalogue of Finger 
Ring in the British Museum for the tatement that previou to Loui de 
Bequem, that i prior to the latter half of the 15th century, four of the 
eight face. of octahedral diamond cry tal were ometime poli hed and 
the tone et with the p Ji he l pyramid projecting while the unpoli heel 
portion of t he tone wa imbedded in the etting. The nex't step in 
advance of thi very obviou and primitive facetting wa to brut two 
diamond cry tal togeth r until the operator had worn away one of the 
points of the octahedron into a quare facet, corre pondino- to a table 
in the modern brilliant, and im.ilarly worn a mall r facet on the oppo ite 
point corre ponding to the culet . Thi earlie t of diamond cuttin°· i 
shown in Figure 3. Frequently t he culet wa omitted and the table " a 
developed to even a mailer extent than shown. We have rea on to 
believe that thi modified point cut per i ted at lea t into the 17th 
century ina much as a ring dating from this period in the Briti h Iu
seum collection i et v. ith a diamond cut in this way. 

A ide from the fact that the modified point cuttino- utilized the maxi
mum spread and a large proportion of the maximum weight of a given 
stone, the square girdle produced a certain awkwardness which , ub-

14 
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equently led to the modifying of thi form by the cutting away of the 
corner edge both in the crown and the pavilion and the production of an 
octagonal girdle. 

A a fini hed expres ion of the diamond cutters art this form of 
cuttino-, which i shown in Fig. 4, and which is sometimes called single-

• SI NGLE CUT 

Figure 3 Figure 4. 

cut, has long been ob olete; it is, however, interesting to note that in the 
evolution of a modern brilliant cut, the <liamond crystal or cleaved piece 
passes through both of the preceding form as its initial stages before the 
split, star and kill facet are produced. It would seem fair then to con
sider both of these cuttings as old forms of brilliant cut. 1 

About the middle of the 17th century a development of the two 
previous form of cutting into what has been variously called t he squar0 
cut brilliants, single-cut brilliants, 2 or double cut brilliants, 3 took place. 
The first of these forms., Fig. 5 which we will call the square cut brilliant, 
retains the original square table of Fig. 3; the top main facet of a ingle 
cut starting from the corner of the table making with the single cut an 
octagonal girdle the corners of which are taken off with the corner facets 
of a double cut starting from the same point. The main and corner 
facets are repeated in the pavilion starting from a point on the edo-e 

1 ee W. R. Catelle, The Diamond , Plate V, Figs. 1 and 2. 
2Emanuel. 
3Bauer . 
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corr ~ ponding to the corner of the table. Thi oi ve a brilliant of 34 
facet not without a certain amount of ymm try, particularly in the crown. 

The Eno-Ii h quare-cut brilliant, or ol I Engli h tar-cut brilliant, 
Fig. 6, i derive l as in Fig. 4, and with double cut corner facet developed 
a in the pr viou cutting. This o-ives a brilliant of 30 facet with an 
octagonal table and a rather more ymmetrical o-rouping of the facets of 
the crown than any of the preceding cutting . A somewhat later dev lop
ment of the double cut brilliant i shown in Fig. 7. Thi i the connect-

Firrur 5 Figure 6 

ing link between the single cut brilliant of Fig. 4 and the various forms of 
the triple cut brilliant which will be presently discussed; the edges 
between the main facets of the ingle cut being partly replaced in crown 
and pavilion each by two corner facets. This gives a brilliant of 50 
facet with much the same outline of the girdle a has the Brazilian cut 
or Old Mine cut (Fig. 9). 

What the square-cut brilliant followino- the lines of the ba ic octa
hedron failed to do was accomplished with the introduction of the triple
cut brilliant toward the end of the 17th century and the beginning of 
cutting for brilliancy and weight rather than for weight alone. Three 
variations of the triple cut brilliant are of sufficient importance to be here 
c n i lered. 
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The Engli h Round Cut Brilliant of which an excellent description 
with relative proportions is to be found in Emanuel's Diamonds and 
Precious Stones, was apparently in vogue in England in the middle of 
the 19th century. Thi variation of the triple cut brilliant (Fig. 8) differs 
from the American brilliant of today only in the relative proportions of its 
essential parts. In it the angles of the octahedron were deviated from to 
produce a stone of depth rather than spread, the " lumpy" aspect of the 
cutting being the re ult of making the diameter of the girdle equal the 

• SINGLE CUT 

•• a ouBLE CUT 

Figure 7 

••• TRIPLE CUT 

Figure 8 

total depth. The number of facets were increased to 58 by the addition 
of the skill facets in the crown, a change which not only added to the 
symmetry of the exposed portion of the cutting but increased the 
surface reflections. The essential innovation, however, lay in the altering 
of the angles of the crown and pavilion main facets to totally reflect back 
a large proportion of the light falling directly on the crown, these reflec
tions materially adding to the brilliancy of the cutting. It is evident that 
the theory of this cutting necessitates rather a high crown with a rela
tively small table and that some sacrifice is made of the spread of the 
stone so that for a given weight a stone of relatively small spread but 
considerable brilliancy is obtained. 
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The tendency to retain the girdle outline of the old quare cut 
brilliant found expre sion in the Brazilian cut brilliant or Old Mine cut, 
which is shown in Fig. 9, and which was very mu h in vo ·ue dw-ing the 
la t century at a perio l when Brazil wa producing mo t of the world's 
diamon l . In the xample hown, the anofo b tw n the main facets of 
the crown and pavilion approach mor n arly in av rao-e to the ideal 
angle (80°-85°) of the modern brilliant than in the Eno-li h round cut 
brilliant, where thi. angle i over rather than und r 90°. The re ult is a 

Fio-ure 9 Figure 10 

cutting of better becau e le " lumpy" proportion and one in which 
thinner stone coul l be cut to better advantage. 

The final tage in the evolution of an i leal brilliant cut take the 
form of the American cut brilliant hown in Fig. 10. Thi cutting com
bine the mo t ati factory angle of the Old Mine cut in a brilliant with a 
round gir lle, an l although, undoubtedly some of the weight of the uncut 
stone is sacrificed to brilliancy and pri matic reflection a con iderable 
pread compared with th w ight of the cut stone i reached. 

VARIATIONS OF THE BRILLIANT CUT 

In tracing the evolution of the brilliant cut from its earlie t and most 
primitive form down to the highly developed brilliant of our own day, we 
followed, a it were, the main line of evolution leading to the cutting 
most adaptable to tone of medium weight and general u e. It must be 
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clearly born in mind, however, that in th cour. e of thi development 
forms of gem cutting have sprung from the main line of advance at 
many point ome of the e having achieved only a tran ient popularity 
in the past , and ome repre enting variation which are still in use for 
stone adapted to certain settino- . To anyone familiar with the great 
div rsity of the e variant from the well known brilliant form of cutting, 
the futility of attemptin°· anythino-in the nature of a cla sification will be 
quite patent. In om in tances, a in the ca e of the table cut, the varia
tion is mainly one of proportion, while in other ca e the form of cutting 
are combination of brilliant and t p cut. For convenience in arranging 
the data coll cted, it ha been thought be t to roughly divide the varia-

Figure 11 Figure 12 

tion of the brilliant into three group , ba ed partly on the adaptability 
of the cutting to jewelry form . Grouped in thi way we have: 

(a) Cutting with y:rnm trical or rounded girdles. 
(b) The ommoner form of fanc~r cutting . 
(c) Unu ual form of fancy cutting . 

The fir t of the e group include tone adapted to olitare ring etting , 
for the center of clu ters, and in fact for every form of j welry setting 
where a round quare or ix- ided stone i required. 

onspicuous among cuttino-s of thi group i the quare brilliant, a 
notable example of which i to b found in the ullianan IV diamond, 
shown in Fig. 11. Although of much the same o-irdle outline as the 
typical Brazilian cut, exemplified in the Regent diamond, thi cutting 
differ widely in proportion from the ol ler forms; the crown is shallow 
with a broad table, and a con iderable ma of the tone lies below the 
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gir U The main facet of the pavilion ,Yere doubled , bringing the 
number of facet up to 66 and gfrino- to the culet encl of the tone the 
appearance of a tep cut treatment. 

The round double-cut brilliant hown in Fio-. 12 and known a the 
table cut, repre cnt a degree of implicity of cutting which trono-ly uo-
ge t the old En ·lish tar-cut brilliant from which it wa po iblyderived. 
The table cut ha 33 facet and is characterized by a broad pread com
par cl to th depth, and a hallow crmvn with a broad table. In the 
example tu lied for Fio-. 12, the proportion of pread to depth wa 2 to 
1, and the d pth of the crown wa about one-third the total depth. Thin 

Fio-ure 13 Figur 1-i Figure 15 

diamond were formerly made in thi cut, which ha little or no advantage 
other than a hio-h proportion of pread to weight 

An e>ctremely popular cutting for apphire , rubie an I the deeper 
colore l emiprei ou tone i he combination brillian - tep cut. An 
example, tudied from a blue ynthetic apphire, i ...,hown in Fio-. 13. 
Thi variation of the brilliant ha a rather low crown cut with the con
ventional 33 facet , and a deep pavilion of three tier of tepped facet . 
The girdle-bot om main facet are haped to th circular gir Ile by ino-le 
triangular corn r fac t , a hown in the figme. For colored tone of 
high index of refraction the combination cutting i very effective, a it 
bring out both the fire and the color of the o-em, but like all form in
volvin tep cutting, it require that the proportion and lope of the 
pavilion facet hould be carefully tudied . 
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The ix- ided cutting hown in Fig. 14 although form rly u ed to a 
limited extent for diamond , ha now almo t entirely given way before 
the variou form of unmodified step cut. Thi cutting i in reality a 
variation of step rather than in any n a form of brilliant cut; it i 
introduced here, however, because the use of corner fac t in the crown 
allie it to an extent with the latter group. In the example hown in the 
figme the cutting produced rather a " lumpy" tone in which about one
third of the total depth lay above the girdle. Diamond made in t hi 
cuttino- ar often met with in old-fa. hioned etting , an l there i no 
loubt that they po e a certain quaint charm; but unle very carefully 
proportion d much of the brilliancy of the stone is lost. 

The French cut brilliant, illu trated in Fig. 15 i. principally u e I for 
mall rubies, emerald and apphire when it i nece sary to et the e in a 

row for a bar pin or imilar piece of jewelry. In thi ca of "calibre" 
cutting the quar o-irdles of all of the tone constituting the setting must 
of cour e be made exactly the ame Nize. For a mall circlet, a in the 
in tanc of a diamond encircled by calibre-cut sapphires, the small ston s 
are cut with a girdle which i lightly key ton - haped to accommodate 
t he curve of the circle. Like the preceding thi cutting is clo ely al lie l in 
make to the tep cut, being e enti:;i.lly a tep cut with tar facet in the 
crown. 

In dealing with the great variety of fancy cuttings which ar mor 
or le derived from the brilliant cut, the difficulties in the way of arriving 
at anythino- approaching an adequat ba is of classification are appre
ciably more than tho e met with in cleating with the group of cutting with 
ymm trical or round girdles. At l ast in these latter we were guid cl by 

the outline of the stone and by the fact that most of the cutting of thi. 
type were designed for setting in solitaire rino-s or for the center or en
circling elements or clusters. We now come to a group of cutting" of 
excent ric girdle outlines, di tort d from the round ancl with t he brilliant 
cut crown, which alone tie them to the basi from which they are derived, 
pulled thi way and that until the possible hap~ producibl as fancy 
cutting eem endless. Another point of differentiation between thi 
and the group previou ly di cu eel , i that in the ca e of the fancy cuttino
the stone are mostly adapted to setting other than ring , and that the 
cuttings are to a large extent used for the makino- of stones ther than 
diamond . A notable exception to both of these latter charact r ization 
i that of the marqui e cutting which i used principally for diamond and i 
almost universally set a a ring stone. The marquise was introduced a a 
cuttino- for diamond. early in th la t decade of the XIX centm y when 
popular ta te in ring tones created a demand for a lono- narrow cutting 
intended to be et with the long axi paralle! to the finger joint . 
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A typical example of a marqui e cut diamond i to be foun I in o. 
II of the Cullinan cuttino- , which weigh. about 9}2 arat . Fio·. 16 

was studied from a model of thi tone, and repr cnt an averno·c propor
tion between length and breadth of girdle outline which varic. to a very 
consid rable extent in thi, a in mo t of the other fancy cutting . The 5 
facet which constitute th "make" of th marqui e corr , pond in rela
tive p ition, facet for facet, with tho e of the round brilliant, the obvious 
di tortion in hape of the facet being occa ioned by the lengthenino· of 
one diameter of the typ cutting. The broken arc whi h outlin the 
table ar rendered more nearly circular by d er a ing the ize of the kill 
facets, o that in tead of meetino- corner to corn r around the table their 
edge with the table are alternated with edges of th top main facet . 

~ 
Ficrure 16 Figure 17 

Th pend nt cut, illu trated in Fi 0•. 17 is us d for a great variety of 
preciou and mi-preciou .. tone, . Th example hown wa tudi 1 from 
a mod 1 of the o. 111 ullinan !iamond, and may b takrn a an av r
age in proportion of length to breadth betw en the very broad pendent 
hape , a. exampled in the ullinan I diamond and th ver_\' long 
lend r pendent cut from mall chry oberyl . tourmaline or aqua

marine . \Vherea in th ca f th marqui e the variation fr m th 
round brilliant wa produced by length nin°· one diamct r ymm tricaily 
so in the pendc>nt ut th variation con i t in l ngthening one encl of a 
diameter of th typ cuttin~. Pendent cut tone are very rarely, if ev r 
u eel for ring , etting , and although a con idcrabl proportion of the 
stone cut in thi:s male a re diamond, , it i very generally employed for all 
of th light-color J ton' through a v ry wicl range of weight. 

Intimate!.\' related to the p nd nt- hap cl brilliant i th heart
hap cl 1 rilliant , illu trated in Fig. 1, . Thi. variation of the type bril-
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liant cut mio·ht be considered a a pend nt-shaped brilliant, with the 
roun l end somewhat flattened and with the 0-irdle outline broadened 
until it length about equaled its breadth. In th pr ent xample, which 
wa tudied from a model of the No. V Cullinan diamond, the crown i::1 
hallow and th table r latively large. 

o attempt has b en made to work out the difficult problem of the 
optics of the three fore 0 ·oing variations of the brilliant. There are o 
many lement to be con idered where not even the girdle outline is a 
constant that w are led to uspect that the lapidarie and diamond 
cutter have no ·uidino- rule, but make the stone to get the best advant-

Figure 18 Fio·ure 19 

age of w ight and pread without con idering the angles which o-ive the 
maximum brilliancy. The three illu trations cho en from th work of o 
di tingui heel a lapidary arti ta Jo eph A cher, undoubtedly expre s a 
very clo e approximation to i leal proportion for their re pective cutting . 

The extremely wide range of form which are classed by lapidarie 
are fancy cutting preclud the di cu ion in a limited pace of more than 
the e entially haracteri tic variation involving a treatment of the 
crown facet lerived from th brilliant cut. ·with respect to the pavilion 
facet the e ' fancy hape " have for the mo t part been given ~om 
variation of a tep cutting, but even in thi there appear to be no set 
rule and the letail of th facetting i largely a matter of individual ta te 
on the part of th lapidarie . 
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THE ROSE CUT 

The 'Ro e" cut or "Ro ette n enjoy a hi tory more anci nt, if not 
mor honorable, than the brilliant cut. A far back a the early cl cacle 
to th 16th century thi form of cuttino- ,va in vogue for diamond . It i 
aid that everal of the diamond of the Fr nch crown w re r cut to a 

ro e form by the ord r of Cardinal Iazarin, an a ociation of names 
which had led to the tradition that the ro e cut wa invented by the 
famou eccl ia tic. 

ince th 17th century the ro e cut ha t a lily iv n place in 
popularity before t he increa d lu ter of each ucceecling mo lifi at ion of 
the brilliant ut, and it i now u ed only for very mall clu ter diamonds 
and for uch deep colored tone a Boh mian o·arnet. 

One of the earlie t variation of the ro e cut i. the H olland ro e, 
Fio-. 19. In it imple t an l probably it olcle, t form thi cuttino· con
sisted of only 12 facet abov the flat ba e, arrang cl in t n·o teppecl row 
of ix each . Thero e cut hown in the figure wa pr bably derived from 
thi . t he primitive pha e by the ad lit ion of 12 facet around the ba e 
which corr pon I to the corner facet of a brilliant cut. The ix upper 
facet con titute the crown and the 1 facet of the lon er ron ar known 
a th cro facet . A appli cl to t h diamond, much of th lio·ht which 
fall on t he facet of t he Holland ro e in a direction normal to the ba e i 
returned to the eye above the ba e, but owing to t he mall number of 
reflection for each p ncil of ray the rainbow-like color. which con titute 
the chief charm of a brilliant cut are lacking. 

The Brabant ro e, pre ent the. ame general arrangement of fac t 
a the Holland ro e, but differ from th latt r in that th ring of ro 
facet i t per and the crown lower. Optically thi cutting i not n a rly 
o efficient a. th other form of rose cut, mo t of the incid nt ray of 

light e caping t hrough the ba e, a fact which probably accounts for it 
early lap e from popularity . Thi cuttin apparently orio-inated in 
Antwerp wh n that city wa con nding with Am terdam a a diamond
cutting cent r and repre ent, an un u ce ful attempt to rival a har
acteri tic Dutch cut ting. 

Both f the ab v ro e cut have b n lightl) vari cl: a , for in-
tan e in th , ub titution of one in tead of two fac t in th doul 1 ut 

which take off t he corn r of the ba e, givino- to the cut 19 in teacl f 
25 facet . nothcr variation carri the crown fa of th ingl cut 
to the ba e in a L'..: or io-ht- ided pyramid, an l doubl cut ea h c rner. 
with one facet carri cl half way up the e lge and making the crown fa t 
1oz no- hape I. Thi i known a the cro ro . 

Th r recoupee a more elaborate variation of th H llan I ro, e, i 
hown in Fig. 20. Thi. ha twi e th number of ino-1 ut facet. , that i , 
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2-!; and becau e the ingle cutting i more elaborate, only one double cut 
facet for each corner i given. This makes a cutting of 37 facets with a 
12 ided ba e. From the point of view of ffective brilliancy, the rose 
recoupee far exceed the other cutting of thi class, the leakage through 
the ba e being relatiYely mall, and in general the light is returned 
through the crown facets. 

The double rose, Fig. 21 is a variation hardly le s classic than the 
Holland ro e from which it was derived. It has the form of two Holland 
rose cuttings join cl ba e to ba e, and is particularly appropriate for 
stones which are to be used as pendants or pendant eardrops. Set in a 
loop which clasp the girdle, it would seem that the brilliancy of this 

Figure 20 Figur 21 

cutting, a appl.i d to diamonds, has been omewhat overlooked; a 
tudy of he optics brings out the fact that it gives very effective reflec

tion through the cross facets and that the e reflect cl ray would, in 
all probability produce through their interference a desirable play of 
color. 

o clo ly alli cl to the double ro, e as to almo t con titute part of the 
same va:riation are the numerous forms of pendeloque cutting. 1 These 
may be con idered as double rose cuts of which the axi of one end has 
been drawn out to a very steep crown, while the other end is terminated 
by a ro e of ordina·ry height of crown or by one with this height slightly 
de pre ed. The pendeloque hown in Fig. 22 may be said to be formed by 

1There appears to be a diversity of nomenclature in relation to trus form of cutting, several 
authors mentioning it aR a "briolette" or "briolette brilliant." In using the term "pendeloque" 
the present author follows the precedent of Dr. l\Iax Bauer. 
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two cro rose and repre ents a rather simple cutting m th1 tyle. 
For pendant of the emipreciou tone pendeloque cuttino- are emi
nently adapted and they are met with most frequently in th make of the 
quartz gem , rock cry tal, amethy t, citrine and moky quartz. The 
larrrer tone. are o-iv n a more elaborate treatment, a in Fio-. 23, which 
wa tudied from a moky quartz pendant. Still more elaborat varia
tions are common in the treatment of this cutting, ome of them runnino
as high a or more facet . Much latitude is also permi ible with 
regard to the proportion of len°:th to diameter, and the horter form when 

Fio-ure 22 Figure 23 

cut from relati,,ely oft tone are u ually bored through the axi to 
admit of their beino- trung. 

From the pendeloque cutting it i but a hort . tcp to the bea l and 
other cutting intended to b truno-. One of the most u ual form .. of 
roun l b ad cut i the one hown in Fio-. 24 which ,Ya . tudi l from an 
amethy t I acl of 13~{ arat.. Thi tr atment of a facette lb al may be 
found in almo t all the material u eel for thi purpo e particularly in 
amethy t and amber. That it i a v ry ancient and obvi u m tho l of 
fac tting i. Yiclencccl I y th bea l of th Gallo-Roman Period ho,Yn in 

a XXIX of the Gem eri , . 
much more unu ual bead cuttino· i that , hO\Yn in Fig. 25 and 

which mio-ht b term l a t pp l bead. It ,Ya tu Ii cl from one of a 
string of 29 , up rl ly cut rock ry, tals an I rerre ent~ on from about the 
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middle of the trino- which weighed about 15 carat . Some of the larger 
of these bead were cut with cross facet for the two terminating rows of 
facets, and , in at lea t one in tance, one end of the axis was treated as in 
the figure, and the other facetted for two rows as in Fig. 24. 

Allied to the e bead cuttings i the egg- haped cuttino- given to the 
large blue topaz, illustrated in the fronti piece and to be found in Case VI 
of the Gem eries. Thi~ tone, which repre ent one of t he finest examples 
of the lapidary' art, i. cut with 444 facet of p rfect regularity, and is so 
proportioned that it gi,;e very effective brilliancy. 

Figur 24 Figure 25 

Figure 26 

THE STEP CUT 

When we turn back to the beo-inning of the art of hapino~ gem min
erals into forms adapted to jewelry settings, we find a perfectly obvious 
sequence in the development of these form . It i a equence which, in 
fact, adhere closely to the lines upon which a lapidary of tbe pre nt 
day is trained in his art. Fir t, we have the round or oval cabochon 
cuttings of Celtic, Byzantine and early French jewelry, often somewhat 
irregular in shape, the simplest and crudest effort in the dawning art of 
fashioning stones to enrich the masterpieces of the MedievaJ gold and 
silversmiths. With the development of richer design in jewelry there 
followed a steady progress in gem cutting, and with the call for stone of 
square and octagonal outline there began to be evolved cuttings with 
broad table facets flanked by narrow bevels to admit of the stones being 
gripped by the heavy settings. This early form of facetted cutting, which 
is essentially a primitive step cut, shows its influence in the presence of a 
table facet on early forms in the evolution of the brilliant cut. (See Figs. 
3 and 4). 
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From uch crude beginnings to the typical emerald cut Fig. 26 of the 
present day, the advance has been only along the lines of more complex 
and symmetrical facetting, produced with a view to makino· a tone of 
more elegance of outline, where the display of the color i the primary 
consideration. In this way the form of step cut shown in Fig. 26, i very 
widely used for emeral is and is given proportions directly dependent on 
the depth of color in the stone to be cut. 

A fairly recent practice in diamond cutting has adapted the step cut 
to the making of diamond gems of especially choice quality . When 
applied to diamond, however, the proportions of the step cut mu t be 
carefully studied with re pect to the effective rays of light which are 
returned through the crown facets after total reflection within the stone. 

~:,;, 
Figure 27 Figur 2 

By far the most widely recognized derivatives from the tep cut are 
those combination cuttings which use a brilliant or modified brilliant cut 
treatment for the crown facets and a stepped facetting for the pavilion 
end of the stone. One of these derivatives has been already di cus ed 
under variations of the brilliant cut, for the reason that it belonged more 
properly among the cuttings with round girdles than in the present group 
of cuttings, which include oval and oblong variant of the step cut, 
notably characterized by their complex multiplication of facets. 

Cuttings of this kind are almost universally applied to large tones 
of the light colored gem minerals, such as amethyst, aquamarine, topaz, 
citrine, light colored tourmaline, peridot, smoky quartz, etc. In the 
example illustrated in Fig. 27, which was studied from a blueish green 
aquamarine of 30½ carats weight, the brilliant cut treatment of the 
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crown include two row of main facet in tead of one, the large ize of 
the stone n ce itating an increa e in the number of facets to give ym
metry and urface brilliancy to the cutting. 

Fig. 28 "a. al o tudied from an aquamarine, in thi in tance a tone 
of 13½ carats. The oval shape is produced by the use of 10 instead of 
eight group of facet , and, as in the former instance, the main facets 
are doubled in the crown and the tepped facets of the pavilion are accom
modated to the oval girdle by in°fo corner facet . The beauty of this 
tone has well repaid the lapidary for the labor of cutting 122 facets 

which constitute it make and it may well be considered a masterpiece of 
well balanced and accurate gem cutting. 

With larger stoner: the number of facets demanded by thi cut may 
b increased almost indefinately. Leopold Claremont illustrates1 a very 
large oval aquamarine which is cut with 313 facets in the crown alone. 
But unless well proportioned and symmetrically distributed the multi
plication of facets in the combination step-brilliant cut tend only to 
detract the eye from the color, which constitute the real beauty of the 
large semi-precious tones. 

1"The Gem Cutter Craft," page 182 . 
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